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"I died in Vietnam, but I didn’t even know it," said a Vietnam vet in the Today Show one morning
hours in 1978, shocking audiences in the united states.the day that the US began spraying Agent
Orange on Vietnam—the first book ever written on the consequences of Agent Orange—tells this
young vet’as Agent Orange Time, to commemorate all its residents who were suffering from the
deadly chemical. "Got anyone predicted that millions of human beings subjected to Agent
Orange/dioxin would obtain sick and die," scholar Fred A. Through the war, the united states
sprayed an estimated 12 million gallons of Agent Orange on Vietnam, in order to defoliate close
to 5 million acres of its property. Wilcox writes in the new launch to his seminal book, "their
warnings would have been dismissed as sci-fi fantasy or apocalyptic non-sense." Informed in a
gripping and compassionate narrative design that travels from the war in Vietnam to the battle
in the home, and through portraits of many of the affected survivors, their families, and the
doctors and scientists whose clinical encounter and research offered the lie to the government
whitewash, Looking forward to an Army to Die tells a tale that, thirty years later on, continues to
create new twists and turns for Americans still looking forward to justice and a genuine account
of what occurred to them. Vietnam offers chosen August 10— Looking forward to an Army to Die:
The Tragedy of Agent Orange—s tale and that of hundreds of thousands of other former American
servicemen. The new second edition of Waiting for an Army to Die will be released upon the 3rd
anniversary of this day, honoring all those whose families have experienced, and continue to
suffer, out of this tragedy.
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Thus manyVets suffered and died leaving youthful families. My husband continues to be
struggling, but is living a good life in 76 yrs. He survived stage IV non Hodgkin lymphoma. He's
covered from ears to toes with ulcerative eczema and has had nasty skin eruptions each and
every time he loses fat. He was subjected to agent orange in 1967-68. He was by no means
directly sprayed nor acquired to drink contaminated drinking water. Our two daughters, one
conceived direct off the plane, have multiple immune system disorders as perform their
daughters. Our boy, born before Vietnam , and his children have non-e. Childrenofvietmanvets..
Looking forward to an Army to Die: The Tragedy of.. Eye opening Wonderfully written book
concerning the side effects our Vietnam veterans and their families have had to have because of
Agent Orange. By: Fred A. Wilcox I was involved with the writing of this book; A must read! I
helped Fred obtain veterans to end up being interviewed. Many were close friends of mine I was
also involved in the Agent Orange Lawsuit filed in the Eastern District of the Condition of New
York. One of the first 76 to file with Victor Yannacone in Pachogue, New York. One of the first
well crafted books about the terrible effects of Agent Orange If you want more information on
Agent Orange or are simply starting you search that is an great reserve..I have survived four AO
related tumor surgeries myself since 1986 due to Fred giving me an advance notice on the 22
&1/2 Million gallons of Dioxins they sprayed on us in Nam.... Sad story is that it is still heading
on at the VA and Congress to those that suffer PTSD.( We offered in the Calvary in Nam 1967/68
with the Big Crimson One) Frankly there's just one Trooper in my own unit who made it back to
the world who is not seriously ill. Benefits earned but denied. it proves the result of AO on
civilian in Nam, Thailand, Cambodia, Korea and on and on. It's getting a bit dated but it cronicles
the original struggle Vietnam Veterans acquired with the Veterans Affairs (VA) organization to
even acknowledege that the exposure of "Agent Orange".. This book also make one wonders
why and what sort of government can treat somebody (willing or unwillingly) who offered their
country therefore badly. Great read showing how the VA and Congress conspires in order to
avoid providing to those who gave most the very basic health care this business earned..org
comes with an interesting site.. Opened my eyes Writer Fred Wilcox's extensive research has
resulted in this hard striking and shocking indictment of a cover up by corporations, our army,
and authorities-- specifically the Veterans Administration. was extreamly Toxic to thousands of
veterans. Not until the last two decades, when I became aware of fellow veterans struggling with
the Veterans Administration for treatment, and when close friends started dying from unusual
cancers, did I become aware of the scope of damage done by the usage of Agent Orange in
Southeast Asia. A good book to provide an accurate account of the street blocks help with by the
US Government to deny veterans of earned benefits. GOVERNMENT AND CORPORATIONS Wish
US TO FADE Extremely informative for something discussed a neglected band of all of us who
served their nation and died but are just waiting for death. Sad truth approximately the VA
system in the us Regrettably, this is a tale near and dear if you ask me... Provide a better
knowledge of the law suits of veterans against those big chemical companies.. He said it was eyeopening and well crafted.Fred only released his second book some time ago, This one can make
you pule.Fred Wilcox provides opened my eyes to the scope of this tragedy, which continues to
unfold today... Provide a better understanding of the law suits of veterans against those . I've
been hearing a lot of the truth from my husband, but I'm learning a lot more from this book.
Luckily, his children did not suffer loss of limbs and additional birth defects some of his fellow
soldiers' kids do. It's a wake-up demand our leaders who determine the fate of our enlisted men
and women who so valiantly serve. Truth Haven't completed it by yet. I've been hearing most of
the truth from my . It put a large number of us Veterands Advocates onto the lies being told us

by the Government.. My brother is a Vietnam Veterinarian who had to consistently and
repeatedly fight for benefits he deserved and was denied after he developed Agent Orange
Lymphoma and could no longer are a plumber as he previously for since he was 14 yrs . old.. the
first edition. A Sobering Look Back Bought this for my Dad who loves military history. In addition,
it raise a crimson flag on whether the government and the various big companies is doing
enough check on all of the various chemicals used in our daily lives. Vietnam A painful book to
read, but should be required reading for all members of congress and VA officials. I recievied a
nice copy of ths great book I recievied a nice copy of ths great reserve..As a Vietnam veteran, I
frequently flew in and out of areas treated by vegetation killing chemicals. Because of their
efforts, the VA system identifies many illneses and will provide treatment and treatment for all
those exposed to the substance while in Vietnam. Four Stars so mad that this has happened to a
lot of people including our family!
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